
Yet there are those who are still inclined to take refuge in abstract

calculations of Axis and United Nations strength. They add the population and

industrial output of the United Nations and incline to draw comfort from such

paper surpluses.

But war is not a census, Men and resources are effective only if they are

brought to bear in theright place at the right time..

One illustration of the persistent under estimate of Japan is the catch cry

”We must conquer Hitler first”. Those who employ it seen incapable of under-

standing that this is a world war and* that our* enemies do not say "Let us conquer

Britain first”; "Let us conquer Russia first”; "Let Us Conquer Australia first”;
"Let us conquer Burma first”. In these matters, to talk of seniority or priority
is absurd. Unless we fight all our enemies all in and all the time we will

defeat none of them.

.Another illustration of the under-estimate of Japan is the complacent

assumption that Japan may strike at Australia or India and not at both simultaneously,

Japan has the means at hand to strike hard in both directions. The trouble is

that before December 7 almost everyone was grievously mistake:, in estimating

Japan’s strength, and there are still some who even now are disinclined to face

up to the realities cf the position.

In the past few months Australia's position has changed very rapidly. Until

the' end of last year, our efforts had been geared to a war fought abroad. We had

sent land, sea, and air forces overseas, ' Australian "airmen have taken part in

the defence of the British Isles, in the protection-of Allied shipping, in raids

over Germany. Our soldiers have fought on many war fronts. Even our young war

industries were called upon to send important equipment abroad.

Now, despite our efforts, and the efforts and heroism of others, the enemy is

at our gates for the first time in Australia’s history. The immediate problem of

Australia has sharply changed but the problem of the United. Nations remains the

same. - to defeat the Axis powers at one and the same time.

There must be no more‘ argument about the strategical importance of Australia,

It is finally settled by the Directive recently issued to General MacArthur as

Supreme Commander, That document of the Chiefs of Staff conclusively determined the

strategy. But what has to be done is to provide General MacArthur with adequate
means by which he can carry out the agreed strategy.

There is something more to be said, and I know the British people will appreciate

my frankness.

Australia and New Zealand are democracies of a special character, • Their sons

have fought in this war and the last solely in order to overthrow those who sought
to dominate the world by force. If their peoples were overrun by the Japanese,

democracy itself would be outraged and perpetually disgraced.

In truth the people of Australia and New Zealand have based their policy not

only upon the Pour. Freedoms, but upon a reasonable standard of-living-for all.. No

decent person could permit their ravishment by Japan, ‘ The' world would, exact a most

terrible revenge, prevention is for better than cure.

Our aim in this war is the same as that of the people of Britain and the U.3.A. -

to strike down tyranny and cruelty and wickedness in every country and to establish

a way of life where all will have a chance. We’ve .got to work together, to fight

together, to plan together so as to destroy the forces of evil to try and banish the

spectres of fear and want, and so make, life worth living for all men and women and

children.

Everything has to be regarded in relation to that ultimate objective-. It is

worth fighting for and co-operating for, but our enemies- understand only the

argument of force. Therefore we must use force unstinted and ruthless, until

they are compelled to submit.

AUSTRALIA HOUSE
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The following message from Mr, Anthony Eden, Secretary
of State for foreign airs, was read by Mr, Richard

Law, at the meeting of delegates of the United Nations

at the Central Hall, Westminster, today, the first

anniversary of the Emperor of Ethiopia’s re-entry into

his capital, when an illuminated book of remembrance

containing their signatures, on behalf of their

respective nations, was presented to princess Tenagne

Worq Haile Selassie, on behalf of her father, the

Emperor,

”There are with you today on this important anniversary representatives
of those allies from every land who fought shoulder to shoulder with the

Emperor’s patriot forces in the victorious campaign of a year ago*

I convey my greetings to the representatives of the Ethiopian nation

and through them to the Emperor of Ethiopia, and say that we are here

fathered to salute his recovered independence and to wish future prosperity
to his country.

"Ethiopia is the first of the Allies overwhelmed by the’ enemy to -

regain its freedom. It will not be long before those of our Allies whose

territories ore still overrun by the invader will celebrate their own

freedom as we are celebrating today the freedom, of Ethiopia,

(Sgd* ) ANTHONY EDEN "

FOREIGN OFFICE PRESS DEPARTMENT
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